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Letter from
the Editor
By Kristin S.

Welcome to summer time in the beautiful Harbor

Area! It is a great time to be sober. While many of us

look forward to the summer events our groups put

on during this time of year, and we are sad to have

those canceled this year, we can still find great joy

as members of Alcoholics Anonymous. Whether it

be through virtual AA events, having newfound

time to chat with other members and newcomers,

or getting the chance to check out the Harbor

Light, we are finding ways to stay connected. While

I certainly miss seeing the smiles of all of my

friends, shaking hands, and enjoying coffee, I'm

feeling grateful that technology has allowed us to

remain in touch. The coolest thing about our new

virtual meetings is that we get to have members

from all over the world attend our meetings,

especially our friends that have moved away and we

miss so much! 

I'm looking forward to our slow transition back to

"normal," but in the meantime, I'm working extra

hard on my gratitude. Please send me an email and

let me know how you're staying positive!
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Step 6
By John J.

I found myself at 3 years sober sitting in a Starbucks

in Sunset Beach. Across from me was my sponsor

Joe P. of Huntington Beach. A kinder, more non-

judgmental human I had yet to come across. I was

comfortable and sure his guidance could only lead

me into a path of spiritual growth. He asked if I felt

ready to move forward. He asked me if I was strong

enough to let go of my old self and to begin to see

the possibility of accepting things about myself

that I thought were the basis of what defined me.

There was no ah-ha moment when I realized my

defects of character were not limited to the drink,

but to the way I treated myself and those who

loved me. It seemed the more I dug, the more I

came up with, and as I brought these to Joe’s

attention, he just smiled and offered no opinions

on the matter. I continued to dig and finally

insisted on an opinion. He finally stopped smiling

and told me, “We have an ability to heal our

thoughts and actions if we ask so from our heart

not our head”.I’m not a big prayer and meditation

guy so I spent more time figuring out how to ask

than I should have and poured over the steps 4 and

5 looking for an easy answer to step 6. I drove back

from yet another meeting at Starbucks looking for

answers I was never given. I found myself resentful

for the lack of what I thought was an un-insightful

meeting with a sponsor who was ignoring me. I

returned home and thought about a new sponsor,

new home group, a new set of program standards

to fit my personal needs. It was then I was faced

with my defects, and like a tsunami, they hit me. I

needed to get this off my soul.It was then I found

the wisdom in the way Joe allowed me to see for

myself the defects and not to have them pointed

out to me. I called to thank Joe, then sat quietly on

the beach and asked God to remove my defects of

character.

Written in fond memory of Joe P. of Huntington

Beach for the kindness and compassion displayed

to those who suffer from alcoholism.

STEP
6

"Were entirely

ready to have God

remove all those

defects of

character."

Page 63 in The Big Book of Alcoholics
Anonymous



This time I wound up in San Francisco

and I was going to some meetings and

some people took an interest in me. It

turns out that the people that were

helping me were three gay guys.

My secret had to come out that I was

gay. So, since I'm gay, I ought to be a

movie star. I got to Hollywood and I

thought that I would sleep my way to

stardom. There was an ad in the

advocate paper in 1969 and it said, if

you're a friend of Bill W’s, call this

number. So, I called the number and

five other guys got together and we

met. That was the first gay meeting in

Southern California than I am aware of.

Eventually the Mary Lind Foundation

gave us a room. We then went to

central office and said; ‘we want to list

the meeting in the book, and we want a

G in it.’ They said no. So, we formed

what was to be Alcoholics Together

(AT). We were so frightened that

straight people would come in.

The atmosphere at, at, at that time was

just so tense that if you are perceived as

gay, you could be beat up. You could

lose your job. AT grew to over 200

people and we had 20 meetings in a

week and, and so central office came to

us and said, would you join us? We'll

put a G in the book. So, AT as an entity

was dissolved. I moved to Long Beach

in 1993. We had gay meetings and we

had straight meetings in the beginning

in the mix. It's hard to wrap your head

around this new camaraderie.

This new feeling of acceptance. If you've

lived through the fifties in the 60s

where you were beat up and

ostracized so bad . . . my life today is

comfortable.

My life today is full. My life today is one

of giving the gratitude I have for this

program because I know

that the kind of drinking, I did and the

skid row thing, that had to be a screw

loose someplace. Had it not

been for AA teaching me how to live

one day at a time without taking a

drink, I would never have what I

have.

A Member Shares
By Jerry B.

My name is Jerry B, and I am an alcoholic. I didn't
want to be an alcoholic. I grew up in an alcoholic
household. My father was an alcoholic and a raging
person and it always frightened me. At the age of
10 or 11, I distinctly remember telling God I did not
want to be like that when I grow up. I joined the
army. Did my three years in the army, got to
France, and was able to be a sophisticated wino. I
know that because I was in the gutter in Paris and
they just swept around me. I got out of the army
and my father had joined AA and when you're 21
and you're drinking, you will never be that smart
again in all your life. My thinking was that I would
take my father to those A and A meetings that he
goes to and I would keep him sober because he
was going pay my bills to rest of my life.
My father wanted me to get involved. He was
central office leader. I went to one of the meetings
and the discussion was should we put a phone in
central office? And the fight was just unreal. The
people were saying; ‘I answered that ad in the
newspaper, and I sweated it out for three days and
these new drunks can do the same thing if they're
serious. We don't need a damn phone.’ And I then
understood how crazy people in AA are. So, I
joined the air force and that's one of the reasons
why I don't want to drink today because if I started
drinking today, I'll be a Navy seal next week.

There was an ad in the
advocate paper in 1969
and it said, if you're a
friend of Bill W’s, call
this number.



KAlcoholics Anonymous was the

“breath” of Karen Bierman. It was her

“heart beat.”  Those who knew her were

aware of her devotion to A.A. and her

passion for helping the down and out. 

My regret is that the last time we said

goodbye, I didn’t know it was our final

goodbye on this earth.  I will always

remember Karen participating in our

Zoom Sponsor Meeting on Sunday June

seventh of this year.  She was vibrant

and smiling.Karen, I wish you freedom,

peace and happiness.  Freedom from

trying to help everybody.  Now that you

are in the Big A.A. Meeting in the sky,

let God take care of other people and

let your Higher Power take care of you. 

So long for now Karen, and please save

me a seat on the first row.  

Love Sponsor Barbara.

In Memory of
Karen B.
19xx-2020

An AA member that spent her sober life

dedicated to serving the Harbor Area.

I met Karen when I was 3 years sober through the

Harbor Area Service Committee. She became my

sponsor very shortly after we met because I realized

that I wanted what she had; the ability to find

happiness and kindness in the face of the cruelest of

circumstances. Her composure during difficult times

and her ability set aside her selfishness for any

alcoholic seeking recovery intrigued me. I wanted to

understand how to act with kindness even though I

was surrounded by very difficult personalities. She

started by telling me the truth whether I wanted to

know it or not because she wanted me to be a

recovered alcoholic, not a dry one. She threw

dictionaries at me with love when I started acting

like a know it all because I frequently misunderstood

things. But above all she taught me how to take

commitments, kept commitments, immerse myself

with service with and fill in the gaps wherever I'm

needed. As we all know, those gaps are frequently in

the Program Committee. For anyone who has ever

participated on the HASC level, you will most likely

giggle because you have seen first hand how hard

that Program Chair works to make events successful.

It is through the Program Committee that I learned

business skills that have promoted me to executive

level management. I was able to put aside my

quality problems and focus on helping the greater

good of alcoholics, even if it was just for an hour

during a Program Committee meeting. I learned how

to handle stress and hold composure; I sure as heck

was not going to make amends to any Bleeding

Deacons on the committee. Harbor Area Service

Committee changes my life in the best ways

possible. Karen Bierman was a huge part of that. She

did many thankless things for people. She was

frequently the person in the background doing the

dirty work so we would all have a safe place to

recover. She was a true example of humility and

always remembered her primary purpose. It was an

honor to have had her as a sponsor, a service

committee partner and a friend. Karen, thank you for

everything. You were more important that you could

ever comprehend and you will be missed.

-Mary K

From her sponsor
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p57: "Even before our drinking got bad

and

people began to cut us off, nearly all of us

suffered the feeling that we

didn't quite belong. Either we were shy

and did not dare draw near others or we

were apt to be noisy goodfellows craving

attention and companionship, but never

getting it, at least to our way of thinking.

THERE WAS ALWAYS THAT MYSTERIOUS

BARRIER WE COULD NEITHER

SURMOUNT NOR UNDERSTAND!"

This dichotomy of alternating

DOMINANCE/DEPENDENCE driven by our

egos (which in the way we use the word is

inversely proportional to our "self-

esteem") poisons all of our

relationships.

Anyway, that's a start on one of my

favorite subjects.

Emails with an
Old Timer
From Eric B.

The following is an email exchange

between me

and my grand sponsor, Dr. Steve S. who

has 45 years of sobriety.

 

Me - You often speak of the alcoholic not

being

able to form a connection with another

human. Where does that come from? I

repeat it often to clients and guys I

sponsor and would like to know where to

source it. 

 

53: The entire 1st paragraph worth absorbing,

but my favorite lines, "The primary fact we fail to

recognize is our total

inability to form a true partnership with another

human being. Our egomania

digs two disastrous pitfalls. Either we insist on

dominating the people we know,

or we depend on them far too much...We have

not once sought to be one in a family,

to be a friend among friends, to be a worker

among workers, to be a useful

member of society."

Dr. Steve - The theme of loneliness,

differentness, or sense of

separation/separateness appears throughout

our two

books. The huge "concordance" of all words

used in the Big Book

(based upon 3d edition) the word loneliness,

lonely, or lonesome cumulatively

appear 25 times in the main text and stories.

However, I believe the 12 &

12 was published in the early 1950s specifically

to underscore the importance

of moving beyond physical sobriety to what

Bill W. called "Emotional

Sobriety" in a widely quoted Grapevine article

in the 50s. 

By that time

many AAs, including Bill W himself had long-

term sobriety and were still

experience emotional imbalance and

depression attendant with the

"emotional immaturity" described by Dr.

Jellinek when he studied us

in the 40s. The 12 & 12 deals much more

specifically with

"relationships" etc., with the 4th and 12th steps

being wonderful

guides to healthy relationships. My two favorite

12 & 12 passages

describing dis-connection as I experience it

even sometimes today are:

Art by Alex E. @aveletters 



Meeting Minutes
Harbor Area Service Committee

Un-Official Copy HASC

Minutes from May 13th, 2020

 

7:31pm                Call to order by: Shannon B. Chair

5

Welcome

and Serenity Prayer by: Shannon B.

As

this is our 2nd On-Line meeting Sue is taking Role for

Quorum and

New Delegates

We

will be working through some new rules for hosting any

applicable votes that

may be taken.  

With

a reminder of how we could take a vote count as

needed.

Secretary

is unsure of what was decided, so we will do the best we

can under these

circumstances.

Shannon

reads the rules for Committee reports & conducting an

on-line meeting.

 

Readers:               12

Traditions Read by; Chris I., Treasurer.,

 

New Delegates:   (No

New Delegates acknowledged)

 

Registrar: ****    Sue

reported that we do have a quorum

With

19 delegates present who joined in tonight.

Quorum

required for voting was established after some

consideration.

Count

was not clearly stated & yet not contested. 

 

Secretary:            Gilbert

G. reads un-official minutes from the April 8th 2020

HASC meeting.

Two

amendments were requested by Gerry W. Archives Chair

Those

amendments were recoded and motion to vote for an

approval of minutes was taken

and passed 13/0.

Treasure:             Chris

I., reads Income and Expense report. (See Central

Office for copy of this month’s

report)

Chris

states that he is working on isolating Pay-Pal

Donations as noted in the Income

Statement.

Chris

is working with Rosa and Sue on how to best

isolate or breakout of Pay Pal vs

other donations.

Per

Rosa P. we look forward to that report at next

months meeting.

Motion

to approve income and Expense by Gilbert with

2nd by Eric B.

And

approved with an unstated count, due to some

unforeseen mechanics on how to

count that vote.

Chair 1 Report:    Rosa

P. HACO Board Member Chair 1,

Reads

Central Office Services and Chair 1 Report from

April 2020.

Chair Reports:     Public

Information:           (OPEN)

Program Chair:    Rosa

P. reports on Estefany behalf that Programs

committee has scheduled to meet

next week.

Efforts

to develop a strategy for future fund-raising

efforts during these difficult

times continues.

H&I:                    Sandra

Chair; (No-Report)

In Office Phones: Eric

B.   Chair

Passes to Sue, who

acknowledges that we are covered.l



Action

and Responsibility: Brad S. Chair 3    

Points out that this is

an unusual time for AA

                                           Concerned

regarding virtual meetings while some are hosted on

our website some are

private. 

                                           Passwords

are in use and very helpful for staying connected safely.

                                           Chris

I. questions why passwords for virtual meetings are not

hosted on our website.

                                           Gerry

W. says that some meetings voted not to post

passwords online because a Friday

meeting got bombed per group conscience. Brad S.

and Rosa P. acknowledge that

same issue from some within our

                                           Fellowship

who cannot access passwords for their meetings while

others are just not tech

savvy enough, and are reaching out for assistance. Brad

S. asks if we can let

those that want to access a meeting can they call the

Central Office request a

password, and someone from Central Office could call

them back.

                                           Sue

T. says she has been referring some callers to specific

meetings with a list of

passwords she has been given or developed out of

necessity. Rosa P. says all

voice messages for these, and other such requests are

usually answered the same

day. Brad S. closes with this note: he has found and

uses an on-line table for

access issues such as these and found a drop-down

table which hosts passwords.

 

Archives:                           Gerry W. Archives

Chair 

Reports that District 4

is still hosting a Heritage Day in August. Noting that he

has 5min video clips

from Old Timers to share at that event and is still

collecting additional

stories and would like more to add to the archives.

 

 

After Hours Phones:          Carlina

W. Chair

Reports that 240 After

Hours Phone calls were answered during the previous

month by approximately 30

volunteers and reports that the following time slots were

still available (2nd

Monday and 2nd Wed from 5pm to 9am) as well as the (1st

Sunday from 9am to 5pm). Carlin W. also reported that she

is addressing a

letter to all volunteers regarding a disgruntled caller and

how to handle such

situations.

Harbor Light:      Kristin

S. Chair

Reported that the May

2020 issue was completed and distributed.

Requests our assistance

with Article Support. Please support the Harbor Light by

submitting stories to

Central Office who will forward them to Kristin. Sue T.

shares that the number Harbor

Light Subscriptions Emailed was 120 not counting the 10

copies that are still

being mailed the old fashioned way, but would like to

discuss subscriptions, looking

for a simpler way to subscribe.

Website Chair:    Matthew L

Mathew L. shares that

considers this (Email listing for Harbor Light) as a plausible

action item.

Suggest we consider using

something like Mail Chimp.

Rosa P. expresses concern

about the use of Mail Chimp as it has some access button

difficulties.

Kristin asks if we should

vote on the development of such an idea such as Mail

Chimp.

Rosa suggests that this

is just an idea for now checking if we can expand our

current email address

capability (info@HACOAA.org)

Sue T. Brings up an issue of security for our email’s.

Rosa P. adds that mail

chimp does answer a lot of our security concerns.

Kristin would like to put

this idea in the Harbor Light.

Shannon adds that a lot

of our members including her would like to read the

Harbor Light including

herself.

Meeting Minutes 
Continued



Matthew closes with the

following: Meeting table listing now has a turquoise highlight to identify

online meetings adding that this was a both a challenge and delight to develop.

Matthew is also adding a sliding donation button as well as a new meeting vs

existing meeting data base component.

INTERGROUP REPORTS (Coordinate Committees)

District

2:                                          Chris I. (No-Report) 

 

District 4:                                          OPEN

 

AREA

09                                          Gilbert

G.  (No-Report)

 

ACCYPAA:                                      OPEN

                                                          Rosa

P. Chair 1 volunteers to reach out to Michell B. District 4 DCMC for her

assistance.

                                                          As

Michelle B. is an active member of the YPAA Community.

                                                          YAPAA

stands for Young People in AA.

 

NEW BUSINESS:                            NONE

AT THIS TIME

 

OLD BUSINESS:                             NONE

AT THIS TIME

 

Motion to adjourn                            Kristin.

with 2nd by Matthew L.

                                                          Unanimously

Carried

 

 

End of Minutes:                               Respectfully Submitted; Gilbert G. HASC

Secretary

Meeting Minutes
Continued



Financial Report












